
Make the PSone screen board smaller - to fit in my case

The screen mobo will not fit in the case, if I had made the case the right size to take the full board the case would look
strange and also be a fair bit bigger on the top and bottom to make it symmetrical. Hence, we need to cut the board down a
bit. This process is easy, all you do is bypass the normal traces and just wire straight to the electrical components on the
board where needed.

In this pic, the four red wires control the contrast and volume connections, the orange wire is for the 7.4v, black is negative;
the horizontal black wire is to connect the grounding for the board - taking off the bottom of the board makes the two halves
of the board disconnect otherwise. Plenty of other places the wire can be connected to, I just put it in the place I did as it
was convenient.

Firstly, dremel off the pins (optional, but a good idea so you don't damage the traces by mistake when lifting off the plugs),
carefully, not to harm the board.

Secondly, use pliers to gently twist off the two plugs.

Then use a dremel to sand down to just under the line shown. If you need to remove any more board later, you are fine to
remove from the little 3x3 grids (grounding), however, check with multimeter that one side of the board connects with the
other, in other words the grounding is all connected around the board - use a multimeter for this. If you need to trim down
anything with traces (eg the light/dark lines above the pink line below), make sure that you haven't broken any connections
if you have any wires connected to those lines. The mobo is only two layer, so check the other side of the board before
doing any trimming so you don't cause any damage to any components.



You can cut the board down more than this by relocating more components, but not needed here, so no point.

(pic below is of my old damaged board, ignore the burnt bits)

Other side- note, cut just short of the small holes above the red line (eg below the four silver dots), makes it easy to connect
the headphone connections, etc.

Green - rig up a wire to connect the grounds together, otherwise only one side of the board has grounding; due to removing
the connecting section by the plugs. I also connected a second wire here for the battery negative connection.

Orange - solder a wire to each of the four positions - to control the screen contrast and volume settings.

Blue - the 5v line (continues to other side of board to the 7805).

Pink - 7.4v positive connection to battery.

The red line in the pic is the connection you want to solder to - I scraped the covering off to get to the trace, used flux,
soldered to it and soldered wire to the connector. As the trace is slim, I used two small pieces of electrical tape to make sure
only the trace was exposed when soldering the wire here, so I don't make a short.



Wire up as follows:



For the purpose of this mod, wire up for RGB - all above, not the composite line. This mod makes the board about 7mm
shorter, to fit in my case ok.

Just used a composite plug'n'play game, for this testing (just for info, not relevant).



If you need to trim off the top of the board, the green top above the transformer (with the coils) can be cut straight off, but
not under the top part of the hole; or if you need to trim off a bit more, you can cut the board as indicated below quite easily
and just re-wire the parts severed. There is only one component to desolder and rewire - the black unit marked “100 16v”.

You can remove this section if you do an LED mod as the transformer is used to power the light tube in the screen; however
I prefer to keep the screen unmodded, so need to retain it. If the tubes burn out in my screens in the future, I may do the
LED mod as replacing screens are expensive, however, the light from the stock tube is uniform and therefore better than
using LED’s instead.




